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Cycles
The use of a novel 3-port condensing wave rotor is suggested to enhance the turbocom-
pression in a refrigeration cycle that works only with water (R718) as a refrigerant.
Although the implementation of such a wave rotor essentially reduces the size and cost of
R718 units, their efficiency may also be increased. The condensing wave rotor employs
pressurized water to pressurize, desuperheat, and condense the refrigerant vapor, all in
one dynamic process. The underlying phenomena of flash evaporation, shock wave com-
pression, desuperheating, and condensation inside the wave rotor channels are described
in a wave and phase-change diagram. The thermodynamic process is shown in pressure-
enthalpy and temperature-entropy diagrams. Based on the described thermodynamic
model, a computer program was generated to evaluate the performance of R718 baseline
and wave-rotor-enhanced cycles. The effect of some key parameters on the performance
enhancement is demonstrated as an aid for optimization. A performance map summarizes
the findings. It shows optimum wave rotor pressure ratio and maximum relative perfor-
mance improvement of R718 cycles by using the 3-port condensing wave rotor.
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There has been a tremendous effort by the refrigeration and
ir-conditioning industry to find the best substitute for chloro-
uorocarbon �CFC� refrigerants �1,2�. The search for new and
nvironmentally benign refrigerants has renewed interest in tech-
ologies that use natural refrigerants, such as water �R718�. Con-
idering all pros and cons of natural refrigerants already described
n previous studies �3,4�, water can be considered as an attractive
efrigerant because of its following advantages:

• It has no global warming potential �GWP=0�.
• It has no ozone depletion potential �ODP=0�.
• It is nontoxic, nonflammable, easy to handle, and inert to the

environment �minimizes safety precautions�.
• It has no risk of future restrictions due to refrigerant envi-

ronmental impact.
• It has no disposal problem after use.
• It works with very low pressure differences, reducing safety

precautions.
• It has high theoretical coefficient of performance �COP�,

competitive with CFCs depending on the evaporatoration
temperature �5,6�.

• The system working with water as a refrigerant can use
direct heat exchangers for evaporation and condensation.
Therefore, R718 systems can obtain very high COP �7�.

• Tap water, treated waste water, or coarsely filtered river wa-
ter can be used directly as make-up water �warehousing
bulky refrigeration canisters is not required�.

• Chiller systems, coupled with a closed cooling tower loop,
allow for diminished water treatment.
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• Turbochillers using water as a refrigerant have shown to be
inherently much less noisy than conventional compression
chiller systems.

Despite the above attractive features, there are a few challenges
of using water as a refrigerant compared to traditional refrigerants.
At the triple point, the vapor pressure of water is only 611 Pa,
which is �1% of the atmospheric pressure. The low operating
pressures of water-vapor refrigeration systems combined with the
steep vapor pressure curve of water requires compression systems
that can handle large-volume flows while still delivering high-
pressure ratios �8–11�. This states challenges for the compressor
design. Although single-stage turbo compressors commonly de-
liver large-volume flows with mostly insufficient pressure ratios,
positive displacement compressors can obtain high-pressure ratios
but only for relative small-volume flows. A technical compromise
has been the use of multistage turbocompressors with intercooler
�12�.

Water Refrigeration Cycles. Figure 1 pictures the schematic
of a two-stage R718 turbochiller with direct condensation and
evaporation, two high-performance centrifugal compressors, and
an intercooler. Figure 2 is a schematic thermodynamic model for
the actual system. R718 units can be comprised of three directly
interlinked cycles: �i� a cooling water cycle that condenses the
superheated vapor from the compressor and releases the thermal
energy to the ambient through a heat exchanger device, mostly a
cooling tower; �ii� a chilled water cycle that absorbs thermal en-
ergy from the heat source and transfers it to the refrigerant by
phase change; and �iii� a refrigerant cycle or the core cycle that
consists of four components: compressor, expansion device, con-
denser, and evaporator. Cooling towers can be direct �open-
circuit� or indirect �closed-circuit� heat rejection equipment. In the
direct type, cooling water is exposed directly to the atmosphere.
The warm cooling water is sprayed over a fill that increases the
contact area, and air is blown through the fill. The majority of heat
removed from the cooling water is due to partial evaporation of

the cooling water requiring a permanent replenishment. The re-
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aining cooled water drops into a collection basin and is recircu-
ated to the chiller. Using such an open circuit, a pump is required
efore the cooling tower to pump the water out of condenser at
ubambient pressure to somewhat above ambient pressure. In this
ase, considerable throttling occurs after the cooling tower when
he water enters the condenser under vacuum, which is shown by
throttling valve in Fig. 1. The use of direct heat exchangers may

esult in contamination of the refrigerant with noncondensable
ases, solids, or entrained liquids �10�; therefore, using indirect
eat exchangers may reduce the cost associated with degasifiers
nd cleaning. There are two options for realization, which can be
sed alternatively or combined. First, an indirect cooling tower
an be employed in which water circulates through tubes �coils�
ocated in the tower without coming in contact with the outside air
nd pressure. The cooling-tower heat transfer still may be en-
anced as needed by wetting the outside of the coils utilizing
vaporative cooling. If an indirect cooling tower �closed circuit� is
sed, the pump needs only to overcome the pressure loss in the
ooling circuit and throttling losses at the entrance to the evapo-
ator can be minimized. In such a case, the pump can be placed
efore or after the cooling tower, depending on where pump cavi-
ation is prevented best considering the competing effects of tem-
erature drop and pressure loss across the cooling tower. Second,
he cooling tower can be separated from the chiller unit using
ffective plate heat exchangers. These typically introduce only
K additional temperature difference, which adds to the �1 K

emperature difference in the internal direct heat exchanger �con-
enser�. This is still superior to an internal indirect condensing
eat exchanger, which may typically introduce a temperature dif-
erence of �5 K.

Disadvantages of the current state-of-the-art R718 units �Fig. 1�
re mainly their size and cost. The size is due to the use of two
entrifugal compressors with comparably large diameters and vo-

Fig. 1 Schematic of a R718 chiller unit

Fig. 2 Schematic of thermodynamic mode

pressor and a direct condenser
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luminous �same diameter� internal direct heat exchangers. The
cost is mainly generated by the two relative expensive compres-
sors with independent variable speed drives. An additional chal-
lenge has been obtaining high peak compressor pressure ratios for
high temperature lift. One reason has been the limited compressor
efficiency that results from the special wheel construction and the
limited pressure recovery of the steady-state diffuser, which de-
celerates the high-speed vapor flow out of the high-performance
wheel. Low Reynolds numbers of water vapor under vacuum �300
times lower than if R134a or R12 are used� �11� are an additional
challenge for achieving a high efficiency. The presented work is
part of the ongoing research to improve the compressors and heat
exchangers and to reduce the size and cost of the whole unit.

R-718 Refrigeration Cycle Enhanced With a 3-Port
Condensing Wave Rotor

The potential for using wave devices in thermodynamic cycles
for power generation, propulsion, and refrigeration has attracted
the attention of researchers since the early twentieth century.
Shock tubes, shock tunnels, pressure exchangers, pulse combus-
tors, pulse detonation engines, and wave rotors are among the
best-known wave devices developed thus far. These devices rep-
resent applications of classical nonsteady, one-dimensional com-
pressible flow theory. It is well known, but not yet widely em-
ployed, that time-dependent flow devices can generate much
greater pressure rises than those obtained in steady-state flow de-
vices �13–15�. By generating shock waves in appropriate geom-
etries, unsteady wave machines can transfer the energy of a high-
pressure fluid directly to another low-pressure fluid without using
mechanical components, such as pistons or vaned impellers.

Within the family of wave devices, wave rotors have demon-
strated a favorable potential for reaching the ultrahigh perfor-

h direct condensation and evaporation

f a R718 chiller unit with a two-stage com-
l o
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ance targets of power systems and for lowering their cost. Much
esearch has been devoted to the progress and development of
ave rotor technology, especially in the past few decades. Most of

he work in the U.S. expands from the early efforts of the General
lectric Company �GE�, General Power Corporation �GPC�, and
olls Royce �16,17� to the recent activities of the wave rotor team
t NASA Glenn Research Center �GRC�, collaborated by the U.S.
rmy Research Laboratory �ARL� and Rolls-Royce Allison

18–27�.
The present study demonstrates the enhancement of a tur-

ocompression refrigeration cycle that uses water as refrigerant
R718� by utilizing a novel 3-port condensing wave rotor. Adding
wave rotor to a R718 cycle enables greater temperature lift or

educes the compressor pressure ratio, which is crucial for the
718 chiller technology, where the stage pressure ratio is very
uch limited by the thermodynamic properties of water vapor.
ome structural and economic advantages of integrating both
-port and 3-port wave rotors in a R718 cycle have been discussed
n a previous study �15�. Using a 3-port condensing wave rotor in

water refrigeration cycle can improve the coefficient of perfor-
ance of R718 units �28� while reducing their size and cost. Its

uccessful implementation may replace three subsystems: the in-
ercooler, one compressor stage, and the condenser. With conser-

Fig. 3 Size reduction by combining
and condensation into a condensing w

Fig. 4 Schematic of the thermodynamic mode

densing wave rotor „CWR… substituting for the con

ournal of Energy Resources Technology
vative measures as shown in Fig. 3, this may reduce the overall
size of the R718 unit to nearly 50%, since the volume of these
three subsystems reduces down to about one-tenth of the current
size �29�. It is noted that the wave rotor length is a design param-
eter that adjusts with rotational speed and the speed of sound
within the fluid. The wave rotor diameter is governed by the vol-
ume flow rate of the precompressed vapor out of first compressor
stage into the condensing wave rotor and the number of wave
cycles per revolution. A schematic thermodynamic model of a
R718 cycle using a 3-port condensing wave rotor is depicted in
Fig. 4. In this innovative design, condensation of vapor occurs
inside the wave rotor channels as explained below.

Although Fig. 5 shows a schematic of a 3-port condensing
wave rotor, Fig. 6 schematically shows the regions modeled for a
channel during compression and condensation. The following ex-
planation follows the points �states� introduced in Fig. 4. Coming
from the turbocompressor �2�, the superheated vapor flows con-
tinuously through a vapor collector �shown in Fig. 5� to the inlet
port of the wave rotor located at one of the two stationary end
plates. By rotating the wave rotor between the two end plates, the
wave rotor channels are opened to the port and filled with the
incoming superheated vapor. Region �a� in Fig. 6 is the state after

ercooler, second-stage compression,
e rotor „CWR…

a R718 chiller unit enhanced by a 3-port con-
int
l of

denser and for one stage of compressor
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he filling process is completed. After further rotation, the chan-
els meet the second-inlet port �6� through which the high-
ressure low-temperature water �e� comes in and is exposed to the
ow-pressure high-temperature superheated vapor in region �a�.
ecause of the sudden pressure drop �from p6 to p2�, all the heat
annot be contained in the incoming water as sensible heat, and
he heat surplus is transformed into latent heat of vaporization.
his is the so-called flash evaporation or flashing phenomenon

30,31�. Therefore, one portion of the incoming water suddenly
aporizes �c� and the remaining part cools down �d�. The frontal
rea of the saturated vapor �c� generated by the flash evaporation
s called the contact interface and acts like a fast-moving piston. It
auses a shock wave triggered from the leading edge of the inlet
ort traveling through the superheated low-pressure vapor, which
xists inside the channel �a�. The shock wave travels with super-
onic speed �Vshock� faster than the contact interface �Vinterface�.
herefore, the trajectory of the shock wave �solid line in Fig. 6�
as a smaller slope than the incoming water and the contact inter-
ace of the generated vapor �dashed line�. Behind the moving
hock wave �b�, the temperature is increased from T2 to T2� and
he pressure is increased from p2 to p2�= p3 due to the shock
ompression. The latter is a design decision similar to a tuning
ondition. With it, the pressure at the inlet port p6 is set to an
ppropriate value that generates the pressure ratio p6 / p2 required
o trigger the desired shock wave. The superheated vapor will be

Fig. 5 Schematic of a 3-

ig. 6 „a… Schematic wave and phase-change diagram for the
-port condensing wave rotor „high pressure part… and „b… A
agnified channel showing the regions modeled during com-
ression and condensation

28 / Vol. 128, DECEMBER 2006
condensed at pressure p3. This shows that the fluid in its liquid
state serves as a “work capacitor” storing pump work to release it
during its expansion in the wave rotor channels for the simulta-
neous vapor compression. Therefore, in the enhanced system the
pump in the cooling water cycle not only has to provide the work
necessary to overcome the pressure loss in the heat rejecter cycle
wPL, but also the work necessary for the shock wave compression
in the wave rotor channels wPC. The pressure behind the shock
wave �b� is imposed on the vapor generated by the flash evapo-
ration �c�. It is the pressure at the water surface and the equilib-
rium pressure at which the evaporation decays p�c�= p�b�= p3.
Hence, both generated vapor and the cooled water obtain the satu-
ration temperature T3=Tsat�p3�.

Because of the direct contact of the superheated compressed
vapor �b� with the cold incoming water �e�, the superheated vapor
is desuperheated and its heat is transferred �f� to the incoming
water. This continues until the equilibrium temperature T3 is
achieved in region �b� and the superheated vapor is changed to
saturated vapor. Subsequently, the incoming water compresses the
saturated vapor further and condenses it, while the latent heat is
transferred to the incoming water �g�. The water, which is nearly
a fully condensed two-phase vapor with a typical quality of 0.005,
is scavenged through the only outlet of the wave rotor �3�. The
scavenging process may be supported by gravity and pump power.

The schematic pressure-enthalpy �p-h� and temperature-entropy
�T-s� diagrams of both the baseline and the wave-rotor-enhanced
cycle are depicted in Figs. 7 and 8, respectively. Both cycles start
at the outlet of the evaporator �state 1�, where the vapor is satu-
rated. State 2b represents the compressor outlet of the baseline
cycle, whereas state 2 is the compressor outlet of the wave-rotor-
enhanced cycle, which allows using a compressor with a lower
pressure ratio. State 2� is an intermediate state inside the wave
rotor channels that corresponds to the flow properties in region �b�
right after the shock wave. The slope between states 2 and 2� is
greater than that between states 1 and 2b because the shock com-
pression typically occurs with a higher efficiency �13–15�. Still
inside the wave rotor channel, the superheated vapor is desuper-
heated to the equilibrium temperature T3 �2�→3�. State 3 is ac-
tually much closer to the liquid region than shown in Figs. 7 and
8 because the mass flow rate of the cooling water cycle �ṁ6� is
much greater than that of the core cycle �ṁ2�. Knowing this, it
becomes clear why the distances between states 3, 5, and 6 are
magnified in this schematic diagram. The expansion process �6
→3� releases the energy consumed by the compression process of
the vapor �2→2�� all within the wave rotor channels. Coming
from the only outlet port of the wave rotor �state 3�, the flow

t condensing wave rotor
por
diverges. The small fraction used as refrigerant is directed to the

Transactions of the ASME
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xpansion valve and is expanded in a constant enthalpy process
3→4�, while largest part of the flow out of the wave rotor is
umped �3→5�, providing the energy for the vapor compression
n the wave rotor wPC and compensating for the pressure loss in
he heat rejecter and associated piping wPL. In this case, an in-
ucer pump may be used to avoid cavitations problems. Then, the
uid goes into the heat rejecter �cooling tower or similar� where it
ools off �5→6�. In the enhanced cycle, the inlet port of condens-
ng wave rotor can be viewed as throttling; therefore, a separate
xpansion valve is not shown. In difference to the insenthalpic
xpansion �throttling�, in the condensing wave rotor most of the
ressure is recovered immediately for compression of the refrig-
rant gas in the channels of a condensing wave rotor. The expan-
ion in the condensing wave rotor can be viewed as a turbine
xpansion in which the work necessary for refrigerant compres-
ion is extracted.

Figure 9 pictures one possible integration of a condensing wave
otor in a R718 cycle. This innovative design unifies a significant
art of the compression with the desuperheating and condensation
f the refrigerant vapor in a compact dynamic unit. Such innova-
ive designs of R718 chillers with integration of condensing wave
otors will result in manufacturable, easily scalable �3–300 kW�,
nd high-efficient refrigeration cycles.

erformance Evaluation
A computer code based on the thermodynamic model described

elow is generated for performance evaluation of R718 refrigera-
ion cycles enhanced with 3-port condensing wave rotors. The
vaporator temperature T1 and heat rejecter temperature T3 are
ommonly fixed by the application. The objective is to get the
ighest increase in coefficient of performance �COPgain� compared
o the baseline cycle. Independent design parameters are the mass

Fig. 7 Schematic p-h diagram of a R718
3-port condensing wave rotor

Fig. 8 Schematic T-s diagram of a R71

a 3-port condensing wave rotor

ournal of Energy Resources Technology
flow ratio �K= ṁ6 / ṁ2�, which relates the mass flow of the cooling
cycle to the mass flow of the core cycle, and the pressure ratio of
the wave rotor �PRW= p3 / p2�.

Additional assumptions considered in the thermodynamic
model are as follows:

• For comparison of baseline and enhanced cycles, the evapo-
rator and condenser inlet temperatures are considered the
same �T1=T1b and T3=T3b�.

• Temperature difference across the heat rejecter is kept con-
stant �T6−T5=3 K�.

• Pressure drop in heat exchanger, evaporator, and pipes is
neglected.

• Condenser and evaporator outlet states are fully saturated.
• The same polytropic compressor efficiency is used for base-

line and enhanced cycles. Its value of 0.72 is obtained by
assuming an isentropic efficiency of 0.7 for a compressor
with a pressure ratio of 2.

• The superheated vapor is considered as an ideal gas ��
=1.33�.

• One-dimensional gas-dynamic shock wave equations are
used to calculate the flow properties across the moving nor-
mal shock wave. Reflected shock waves are not considered.

• The hydraulic efficiency of the pump is 0.9.
• Liquid water is considered as incompressible.

The Baseline Cycle. In the ideal vapor-compression refrigera-
tion cycle shown in Fig. 2, refrigerant from the evaporator flows
into the compressor as a saturated vapor, then it discharges into
the condenser as a superheated vapor. The saturated liquid refrig-
erant at the condenser outlet returns to the evaporator through the
expansion valve and then cycle repeats.

As shown in Table 1, saturation temperatures at the evaporator

seline cycle and enhanced cycle with a

aseline cycle and enhanced cycle with
ba
8 b
DECEMBER 2006, Vol. 128 / 329
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nd the condenser are the input data for this analysis. To obtain
he COP of the cycle, the thermodynamic states at each location
re determined sequentially as follows:

Compressor Inlet (State 1).

T1 = Te

p1 = psat�Te� �1�

h1 = hsat,v�Te�

Condenser Outlet (State 3b).

T3b = Tc

�2�
p3b = psat�Tc�

h3b = hsat�Tc�

Compressor Outlet (State 2b). The cycle overall pressure ratio
s calculated by

�b =
p3b

p1
�3�

nd the enthalpy change across the compressor, assuming an av-
rage specific heat, is obtained by

ig. 9 Novel compact R718 water chiller with integration of a
ondensing wave rotor

Table 1 Input data for the baseline cycle analysis

Input data for the baseline cycle

aturation temperature of the evaporator Te
aturation temperature of the condenser Tc
30 / Vol. 128, DECEMBER 2006
�h = � 1

�C
�CpT1���b���−1�/� − 1� �4�

where compressor isentropic efficiency �C is calculated by assum-
ing a polytropic efficiency of 0.7. Therefore, thermodynamic
properties of the compressor outlet are

h2b = h1 + �h

p2b = p3b �5�

T2b = T�p2b,h2b�

Expansion Valve Outlet (State 4b).

h4b = h3b

p4b = p1 �6�

T4b = T�p4b,h2b�

By definition COP is the ratio between the processed heat at the
evaporator �qL=h1 /h4b� to the work consumed by the compressor
�wc=h2b−h1�

COP =
qL

wc
�7�

The Enhanced Cycle. As shown in Fig. 4 in the enhanced
cycle, the superheated vapor leaving the compressor discharges
into the wave rotor. The pressure ratio of the compressor is less
than that of the baseline engine. After the compression of the
superheated vapor in the wave rotor, one portion of the almost
saturated water at the wave rotor exit �3� goes to the heat ex-
changer, whereas the other portion returns to the evaporator
through the expansion valve.

The input data for analysis of the enhanced cycle are given in
Table 2. To obtain the COP of the enhanced cycle, the thermody-
namic states at each location can be obtained sequentially as
follows:

Compressor Inlet (State 1). The compressor inlet condition at
state 1 is the same as the baseline cycle.

Wave Rotor Outlet (State 3). The wave rotor outlet flow is
in the saturation region, very close to the saturated liquid line.
Therefore,

T3 = Tc

�8�
p3 = psat�Tc�

Considering a control volume around the wave rotor, the conser-
vation of mass law gives

ṁ2 + ṁ6 = ṁ3 �9�

Table 2 Input data for the enhanced cycle analysis

Input data for enhanced cycle

Saturation temperature of the evaporator Te
Saturation temperature of the condenser Tc
Temperature drop in the condenser �Tc
Mass flow ratio between chilled water cycle
and the cooling water cycle

K

Pressure ratio of the baseline cycle �b
Pressure ratio of the wave rotor PRW
Hydraulic efficiency of the pump �p
and conservation of energy implies

Transactions of the ASME
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h2ṁ2 + h6ṁ6 = h3ṁ3 �10�

sing the definition of mass flow ratio �K= ṁ6 / ṁ2�, Eqs. �9� and
10� can be combined as

h3 = � 1

1 + K
��h2 + h6K� �11�

he enthalpy at state 6 will be calculated later.

Evaporator Inlet (State 4).

p4 = p1

h4 = h3 �12�

T4 = T�p4h4�

nd the quality of liquid is calculated by

x4 =
h4 − hsat�Te�

hsat�Te� − hsat�Tc�
�13�

Compressor Outlet (State 2). The compressor exit pressure is
alculated by

p2 =
�b

PRW
�14�

nd Eq. �4� is used to calculate the enthalpy at the compressor
xit, substituting the new value of compressor exit pressure.
herefore,

h2 = h1 + �h
�15�

T2 = T�p2,h2�

Shock Wave Compression (State 2�). As described above, due to
he sudden pressure drop from p6 to p2, flash evaporation gener-
tes a shock wave triggered from the leading edge of the inlet port
raveling through the superheated low-pressure vapor, which ex-
sts inside the channel. Therefore, the temperature is increased
rom T2 to T2� and the pressure is increased from p2 to p2�= p3.
sing moving normal shock relations, temperature increase is cal-

ulated by �32�

T2� = T2
p3

p2�
p3

p2
+

� + 1

� − 1

1 +
� + 1

� − 1

p3

p2

	 �16�

nd

p2� = p3

�17�
h2� = h�T2�,p2��

Pump Outlet (State 5). As stated above, the pressure �p5� pro-
ided by the pump in the cooling water cycle is used to generate
he pressure ratio p6 / p2 required to trigger the desired shock
ave. Therefore,

�p = �h2� − h2�
�5

K
�18�

here liquid water is considered incompressible; therefore, �5
�3=��T3 , p3�. Thus,

p5 = p3 + �p �19�
nd the enthalpy increase by the pump is

ournal of Energy Resources Technology
�h =
�p

�5�h
�20�

where �h is hydraulic efficiency of the pump. Therefore,

h5 = h3 + �h
�21�

T5 = T�p5h5�

Heat Exchanger (Cooling Tower) Outlet (State 6). For the indi-
rect cooling tower, the temperature drop across the cooling tower
is assumed �Tc �see Table 2�; therefore,

T6 = T5 − �Tc

p6 = p5 �22�

h6 = h�T6,p6�
Finally, COP for the enhanced cycle is obtained by

COP =
qL

wc + wpK
�23�

where

qL = h1 − h4

wc = h2 − h1 �24�

wp = h5 − h3

Results and Discussions
Figure 10 shows the percentage increase in COP relative to

baseline versus the evaporator temperature �T1� for different mass
flow ratios K. By increasing evaporator temperature T1, the COP
of the wave-rotor-enhanced cycle is increased relative to the COP
of the baseline cycle. This trend is seen until the compressor pres-
sure ratio in the enhanced cycle ��c= p2 / p1� is reduced to a value
that is equal to the wave rotor pressure ratio ��c= PRW�. After

Fig. 10 Relative COP increase versus evaporation tempera-
ture for different mass flow ratios
that, the relative COPgain drops dramatically.

DECEMBER 2006, Vol. 128 / 331
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Figure 11 represents the percentage increase in COP relative to
aseline versus mass flow ratio K for different evaporator tem-
eratures, such as a side view of Fig. 10. It shows only the in-
reasing branches of Fig. 10 up to an evaporation temperature
here the pressure ratio of the turbo compressor is reduced to the
alue of the wave rotor pressure ratio. Increasing the mass flow
atio above 200 appears as ineffective according to Fig. 11.

Figure 12 shows the effect of the wave rotor pressure ratio
PRW� on the percentage increase in COP relative to baseline for
ifferent mass flow ratios K. Each curve has a maximum point
hat indicates the best choice of wave rotor pressure ratio for the
iven system specifications. The location of this point depends on
everal parameters, including the hydraulic efficiency of the
ump, compressor polytropic efficiency, evaporator temperature,
nd temperature lift T3−T1, but not the mass flow ratio. One com-
on characteristic shown in Figs. 10–12 is that a continued in-

rease of the independent value does not always increase the

ig. 11 Relative COP increase versus mass flow ratio for dif-
erent evaporation temperatures

ig. 12 Relative COP increase versus the wave rotor pressure

atio for different mass flow ratios

32 / Vol. 128, DECEMBER 2006
COPgain. Although Fig. 12 shows this effect for the wave rotor
pressure ratio, Fig. 10 reveals a growing gradient of COPgain up to
the point where further increase of evaporator temperature actu-
ally reduces COPgain. A similar trend can be seen in Fig. 11 where
the curves have an asymptotic behavior for increased mass flow
ratio.

Figure 13 shows the heat rejecter temperature T3 versus evapo-
rator temperature for different wave rotor pressure ratios and a
constant relative COPgain of 10%. The figure indicates that there
are several options for the wave rotor pressure ratio to obtain a
certain relative COPgain. However, only the optimum pressure ra-
tio of 2.45 yields the highest temperature lift.

Figure 14 is a performance map of the enhanced cycle. Each

Fig. 13 Heat rejecter temperature versus evaporator tempera-
ture for different wave rotor pressure ratios

Fig. 14 Performance map: maximum performance increase

and optimum wave rotor pressure ratios
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oint on this plot shows the maximum COPgain that can be ob-
ained by the optimum choice of PRW for a given evaporator
emperature and temperature lift. The constant PRW lines indicate
he optimum PRW that yields the highest possible COPgain indi-
ated by constant maximum COPgain lines.

In this performance plot of optimized points, an arbitrary opti-
um point P is marked. This point is used to show the connection

etween all the performance graphs. However, it is the only opti-
um point in the performance plots of Figs. 10–13. All other

oints of these plots are not found in Fig. 14 because they show a
maller COPgain than the points in Fig. 14. The calculated state
alues for the optimum point P are tabulated in Tables 3 and 4.

The trend found in Fig. 10 was that for a given T3 and PRW, an
ncrease of the evaporator temperature results in a higher COPgain.
uch an effect can also be seen in the performance map of the
ptimized points �Fig. 14� by moving point P to the right along
onstant PRW line of 2.45. However, for temperature lifts below
15 K �above maximum COPgain of �16%� this effect is re-

ersed such that the maximum COPgain decreases with increasing
vaporator temperature.

Figure 12 showed that for a given mass flow ratio and a com-
ination of evaporation and heat rejecter temperatures maximum
OPgain exists. Since point P is at the maximum of the dome, it
lso appears in Fig. 14.

The following results can be obtained from the performance
ap of optimized points:

1. The lower the temperature lift, the higher the relative maxi-
mum COPgain of the enhanced cycle is.

2. The maximum optimum PRW for a condensing 3-port wave
rotor is about 2.51.

3. Although below a temperature lift of approximately 18 K,
the optimum PRW increases with the temperature lift and
decreases slightly for higher temperature lifts. This trend
shows a rapidly decreasing gradient with increasing tem-
perature lift.

4. The slope of constant COPgain lines increases as the tem-
perature lift increases, showing that an increase of evapora-
tion temperature is even more beneficial for the enhanced
cycle, especially for greater temperature lifts as it is already
the case for the R718 baseline cycle.

ummary
In the present study, the advantages of cycles working with

ater as a refrigerant �R718� and challenges involved with de-

able 3 Calculated baseline cycle state values for the selected
ptimum point P

State P �pa� T �°C� h �kJ/kg� s �kJ/kg K�

1b
1227 10.0 2519.90 8.90

2b
4917 179.9 2840.90 9.14

3b
4917 32.6 136.50 0.47

4b
1227 10.0 136.50 0.49

able 4 Calculated enhanced cycle state values for the se-
ected optimum point P

State P �pa� T �°C� h �kJ/kg� s �kJ/kg K�

1 1227 10.0 2519.90 8.90
2 2007 61.9 2616.61 8.98
2 4917 154.0 2791.27 9.03
3 4917 32.6 143.77 0.49
5 6307 34.7 145.33 0.50
6 6307 31.7 123.99 0.43
8 1227 10.0 143.77 0.51
ournal of Energy Resources Technology
signing them are mentioned. To enhance the turbocompression
and improve the efficiency of such cycles, the novel concept of
3-port condensing wave rotors integrated in R718 compression
refrigeration cycles is investigated. The condensing wave rotor
employs pressurized water to pressurize, desuperheat, and con-
dense the superheated vapor coming from the compressor, all in
one dynamic process. The schematic p-h and T-s diagrams of the
external process and the wave and phase-change diagram of the
internal process are discussed. Flash evaporation, shock wave
compression, desuperheating, and condensation phenomena inside
the wave rotor channels are described. A computer code based on
a thermodynamic model is developed to evaluate the performance
improvement of R718 cycles enhanced cycles. The effect of some
key parameters on the performance enhancement is demonstrated
as an aid for optimization. Finally, a performance map showing
the optimized points of the enhanced cycle is presented. The pre-
sented results show an additional improvement of the COP of up
to 22% by using the 3-port condensing wave rotor. Besides the
performance enhancement, the condensing wave rotor allows
lower compressor pressure ratios for the same temperature lift or
increases the temperature lift without changing the compressor.

This wave rotor is a simple drum, easy to manufacture, rotating
at relatively low speed. Because it performs compression, desu-
perheating, and condensation in one compact device, it can reduce
the size and cost of modern state-of-the-art R718-chillers that now
employ high-tech multistage compressors, intercooler, and relative
bulky condensers. The details of process inside the wave rotor
channels will appreciate more investigations.
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